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S.cholars are well advised to refrain from far-reaching judgments on 
works in disciplines other than their own. But it is a duty of any historian, 
in whatever branch his expertise may be, to bring forward evidence which 
may have some bearing on the problems outside his own area of study. This 
brief note is i:xactly that: a piece of evidence deduced from my work as a 
historian of medieval art supplied in the hope of helping the discussion 
opened by Jmre Boba's book Moravia's History Reconsidered: 11 Reinter
pretation of Medieval Sources. 1 I have no intention of making any cate· 
gorical or sensationalist claii:ns, but l believe l can demonstrate that thi:ri: 
is a place, within what Boba considers to be the Moravia of the Cyrillo
Methodian mission, where it would not be at all futile to look for the 
tomb of St. Methodius. 

As a scholar involved for some fifteen years with the early medieval art 
of the Southern Slavs, I am fully aware of the problems one encounters in 
assessing historical and cultural developments between the Carpathians and 
the Adriatic before the end of the first millenium A.D. Boba's localizing of 
the Moravia of the Cyrillo·Metho<lian mission to the south of the Danube, 
more exactly in the Southeastern corner of the Pannonic plain, between 
the Sava and the Danube rivers, around the ancient city of Sirmium to 
which Methodius was appointed archbishop and in the cathedral of which 
city he was buried, as radical as it is, is a significant step forward in the 
badly needed discussion and reexamination of the early mi:dieval history 
of F.astern Central and Southeastern Europe.2 If Boba's inti:rpretations are 
accepted, some previously unacceptable concepts and sources start to 
make sense. They testore some credibility, for example to the Ljetopis 
Popa Dukljanina (Chronicle of the Priest of Dioclca), a twelfth century 
Southern Slavic work rejected as a pack of nonsense by most modem 
Yugoslav historians who could not forgive the Dioclean's identification of 
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Sventopolk who "we all know" was a ruler in Moravia to the north of the 
Danube with a Slavic ruler in the Western Balkans. 3 Placing the corner of 
the Cyrillo·Methodian activity in the southeastern corner of the Pannonic 
plain may explain the stuhborn persistence of glagolitic script in the Cen· 
tral and Western Balkans, especially in Croatia with its c. l 200 years of 
unbroken tradition of glagolism; it also seems to square with the research 
of John Fine into the problme of the so-ca1led Bosnian church which this 
scholar convincingly explains as a Catholic church in schism with Rome 
and using Slavic language in liturgy rather than being a heretical "Bogumil" 
church;4 the Bosnian church may be another outcome of the Cyrillo· 
Mcthodian tradition radiatin~ from just across the Sava and surviving un· 
molested in Bosnia, a territory less accessible to romantization. A strong 
center on Yugoslav territory in Pannonia or, more exactly, in its South· 
eastern part known as Srijem (around the ancient Sirmium, today Srijemska 
Mitrovica) can better account for all these developments than the arrival of 
a. few disciples of the Saintly Brothers after they had been expelled from 
the Moravia in the Carpathian Mountains, far away in the North. 

But it is not my intention to debate those and similar issues which any· 
body trained in history and Slavic linguistics can do much bcccer. Let me 
just say that I am very glad Boba's work reopens the much needed discus
sion, and proceeo to my main point-a piece of art-historical evidence for 
the reconsideration of "Moravia's" history. 

hnre Roba believes that the city of Morava or Marava was the ancient 
Sirmium, Srijemska Mitrovica of today. 5 However, to the best of my know· 
ledge, archeology does not support the existence of a major agglomeration 
there in the ninth century, the time of the Cyrillo·Methodian mission. Al· 
though one may, .1s is often the case, blame the Tartar invasion (1242) and 
the two centuries of Turkish wars (c. 1500--c. 1700) for the massive disap· 
pearance of medieval monuments in Pannonia. one is somewhat surprised 
that no significant eariy medieval discoveries were made during the sys· 
tematic excavations oi Antique and Late Antique Sirmium. As things 
stand now, after the city was vacated by the Byzantine troops in 581, it 
seems to have ceased to play a role of a major center.6 

Its destiny appears to have resembled that of its Dalmatian counterpart, 
Salona, which, once evacuated in c.612 and devastated by the Slavic and 
Avar invaders, was never systematically repopulated. The lack of early, and 
for that matter ot any considerable later medieval materials from Sirmium, 
does not, however, deny the fact that one of the few identifiable earlier 
medieval centers of cultural activity in Pannonia lay in Srijem, the region 
around which used to be Sirmium. An~ela Horvat has discussed a number 
of reliefs of interlace scul!)ture from the territory of Srijem and concluded 
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that the earlier one!\, not however datable before 1000, show eastern, Byzan
tine influence, a characteristic also found elsewhere within the Pannonian 
plain (Fig. 1).7 In Vinkovci, in the Croatian part of Srijem, divided today 
between the Socialist Republic of Croatia and the Autonomous Region of 
Vojvodina, archeologists have dsicovered foundations of an aisldess church, 
typologically not dissimilar from a number of Pre-Romanesque buildings 
in the coastal region. The church is datable to around 1100 on the basis of 
the Hungarian, Arpadian, coins found within.8 The tradition of building in 
durable material continues in Srijem and the region has preserved a number 
of twelfth through fourteenth-century buildings, otherwise a real rarity in 
the Yugoslav portion of Pannonia; to list a few: the twelfth or early thir
teenth-century churches of St. Mary (Hg. 2) at Bapska and St. Bartol at 
Novi Mikanovci, the ruins of the church at Ledinci and Rokovci, monu· 
mental fragments of romanesque through early gothic period from llok, 
J3anostor, and Srijemska Mitrovica and, finally, the largest among the es
sentially modest rural churches, Sc. Mary or Our Lady at Morovic (in the 
AR Vojvodina), the main object of our discussion.9 

The church, surrounded by what seems to be an early Slavic "gradistc'' 
(burgwal), is an aiseless buil(jing with a square presbytery and a rounded 
apse, preceded by a tall tower, square ac its base and octagonal above 
(FiKS, 3, 4). There is a "secret" chamber on top of the vaulted presbytery, 
accessible through a narrow, corridor-staircase between the presbytery and 
the sacristy. The chamber is provicled with two loopholes and the tower 
with openings suitable for deployment of bows and arrows. All this gives 
the church the character of a fortress. The problems I identified and che 
answers J gave when I reexamined the medieval monuments in Srijem in 
1968 can be summarized as follows: 10 1. Was the church built in one cam· 
paign or in several successive campaigns? Earlier scholarship favored the 
latter hypothesis, mainly on the basis of the dissimilarity between the 
form of the openings on the presbytery and apse (roundheaded) and those 
of the nave (somewhat pointed).11 By an extensive analysis of comparative 
material consisting of rural churches in Northern, Central and Eastern Eur
ope, especially in the lands in and around the Pannonic Plain (Hungary, 
Slovakia, Transylvania), I believe I have demonstrated that there is no rea
son to sec the presbytery and nave as two chronologically distinct entities. 
The mixture of elements (if the slightly pointed arches of the nave can be 
taken as evidence at all) of Romanesque and Cothic styles is typical of the 
thirteenth and fourteenth century rural architecture of Southeastern Eur
ope. The measures of the church show striking consistency (for example, 
the length of the nave is twice the length of the presbytery, the width of 
the nave is one third more than the width of the presbytery), and they are 
all based on the Zagreb foot of 1272 (294 mm) which was the base of the 
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measuring system in Croatia and ocher parts of Southern Pannonia for cen
turies.12 I believe that the church was built in one campaign, c. 1300. 2. Was 
the tower contemporary to the rest of the church? This question, very 
vaguely couched upon by previous scholarship, I answered affirmatively. 
Again, exhaustive comparative material shows that the presence of a tower 
in front of rural medieval churches in Southeai;tern Europe before the 
Gothic is no rarity. The openings of the cower were built with the use of 
medieval bows and arrows in mind (a point of a medieval arrow was found 
at the bottom of the tower!)13 and the tower thus forms a defensive coun
terpart, at the western end, to the chamber above the presbytery. r.orcified 
towers in front of churches arc again, no exception in Pannonic and para
Pannonic regions. 14 In general, the brick masonry of the nave, the pres
bytery and the tower is consistently unchanged throughout the structure 
and no caesurac appear between the three main units. 3. The third ques
tion, crucial for our discussion, can be answered only hypothetically. It is 
the 4uestion of the sacristy. Awkwardly attached to the northern wall of 
the presbytery, rather than in the corner between the presbytery and the 
nave, it is an unvaulted chamber with a rounded apse pointing eastwards, 
one would say a sort of a short chapel attached to the presbytery. Its 
form is that of an eastern end of a church. Its floor consists of enonnous 
bricks found nowhere else within the building, bricks which earlier scholars, 
I believe correctly, identified as Roman.ls The absence of vaults may indi
cate that it is an adaptation of an earlier, ruined building. My conclusion in 
1968 was , "The position of the sacristy at the northeastern corner of the 
presbytery and not in the corner between the presbytery and the nave in
dicates that the sacristy may be a portion of an earlier building. The pres
ence of the "secret" corridor in the northern wall of the presbytery indi
cates that the sacristy was at least contemporary to the presbytery. The 
apsidaJ termination of the sacristy is totally unique. I would not exclude 
the possibility that the sacristy is a part of an earlier church which served, 
after having been destroyed by the Tartars in 1242, as the foundation of 
the new building.»16 

I will return to the evidence of architecture after having reviewed the 
meager but interesting information about Morovic from the Middle Ages. 
First of all, the place possessed certain distinction. It was a scat of a branch 
of the Hungarian noble family of Gut-Keled, the branch itself known, since 
1296, as "<le Maroth." (I Iungarian name for Morovic). The ruins of their 
castle still stand. Morovic also had some prominence in ecclesiastical mat
ters. It was a seat of an archdeacon at least as of 1239 when sources men
tion an archdeaconry "de Marchia" in the diocese of Pecs.17 In 1414 
Morovic was made a center of a praepositura, a.s a bulwark in the fight 
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against heretics-since Srijem was a.t that point exposed to both heretical 
(or schismatic) teachings radiating from Bosnia, and the ideas of Wycliffe 
coming from the North. 18 At that date the church of Morovic was ex
empted from the jurisdiction of the Bishops of Pees. During Turkish occu
pation, in 158 l, Morovic was chosen as the meeting place of a council of 
the Catholic parish priests of Srijem.19 

At a wdl-protected spot at the confluence of the Studva and the Bosut, 
Morovic emerges as a place of importance by at least the thirteenth cen
tury. But the most iQteresting information is an old tradition recorded by 
the visitation of the parish in J 729, namely, that Morovic was founded by 
St. Mcthodius! The llungarian conquest of Srijem in 927 muse have blur
red this tradition, to which another one was added, namely, that the 
church was built (rebuilt?) by King St. Stephen. However, the parallel, 
Methodian tradition survived into the eighteenth century !20 The struggle 
of the clergy of Morovic to escape from under the jurisdiction of lhc bishops 
of Pees may indicate that there existed a tradition that Morovic was, once, 
a cathedral city itself. Imre Boba's reinterpretation of sources thus finds 
corroboration in the local tradition and one is allowed to postulate the 
following working hypothesis: St. Methodius was the Archbishop of Sir
mium but his seat was actually in Morava/Marava-Morovic. ln the same 
way the archbishops of Salona, after the destruction of the city and several 
centuries of vacancy, returned not to Salona, but to Split, which, behind 
the safe walls of Diocletian's Palace, developed into an importa.nt center 
during the vacancy and they still reside there today .21 The distance be
tween Split and Solin (Salona) is c. 10 kilometers; the distance between 
Sirmium and Morovic c. 30. The terriroty around the old and the new cen
ter of the Dalmatian archdiocese remained attractive to the new, Slavic, 
settlers, and, by a somewhat lengthy digression we will demonstrate that in 
all likelihood the same was true of the ecclesiastical centers in Pannonia. ln 
the ninth century the center of the early medieval Croatian state was 
around Split and Solin; the ruler had his curtis at Bijaci and Rh.inicc, with
in 25 kilometers from Split and eve1; closer to Solin (Salona); one of their 
seats was the forrress of Klis, overlooking Salona and Split from the first 
range of the mountains. It is unfortunate that so little is known about the 
early urbanization of either Slavonia-thc ~ontinental part of the medieval 
kingdom of Croatia-or about that of the Southeastern corner of Pannonia, 
under direct Hungarian control. No systematic investigation of early medi
eval "gradista" has ever heen carried out and our conclusions have to rest 
on the meager and incomplete sources and a few pie<:es of stone. Yet some 
conclusions can be drawn. The center of political and cultural activity in 
the Southwestern corner of Pannonia was Sisak, the ancient Siscia. It was 
the sea.t of Ljudcvit, Duke of Pannonia Inferior, who successfully battled 
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the Franks between $10 and 823. We know that the Patriarch of Grado 
sent him masons to help fortify Sisak, and fragments of interlace sculpture 
(datable between the ninth and the eleventh century), testifying to the 
presence of stone-built churches. were found therc.22 But after Ljudevit's 
demise the place seems to nave lost its prominence. When the church or
ganization was fina1lv reestablished in Southwestern Pannonia, the seat of 
bishopric became .lagreb (1094), farther away from rivers and roads, on 
the promontory of the Medvednica Mountain, c. 50 kilometers to the 
Northwest of Sisak. Zagreb could have rivalled Sisak even earlier. Archeo· 
logical findings indicate a fairly dense early medieval population on the 
territory covered today by the almost one milliun·person city and the well· 
protected fortress m which Liudevit hid after his defeat by the r-ranks may 
well have been Zagreb.23 A capital datable to before 1100 was found with
in the foundations of the Romanesque cathedral of Zagreb, itself ruined 
by the Tartars in 1242 and replaced by the present Gothic structure. 24 

The Romance eiement survived in Dalmatia and provided the first teachers 
to the Slavs in tile art of monumental buildin~ in stone. Although the 
question has never oeen pursued the Romans must have survived also in 
the Sisak·Zagreb area. Tu the South of Sisak one finds, on a lonely, wind· 
beaten hill, the ruins of a large fortification known as Kiringrad (Kirin's 
Jiort). Kirin is Croatian for Quirinus, and Quirinus was the name of the 
bishop-martyr oi Siscia. The inhabitants of Kiringrad must have been Ro· 
mans who fled Sisak and brought with themselves the cult, if not the relics 
of St. Quirinus. J'he ruins have been briefly investigated by myself in 1967 
but no archeolog1cai works have ever been undertaken.25 

To the North of Zagreb on the Medvednica Mountian, one finds the 
meager and equally unexplored ruins of Kozelin, a Slavic rendering of the 
Romance "Castellione," evidently a place where some Romance-speaking 
people held out for a period after the Avaro·Slavic settlement in the sixth 
and seventh centuries.26 

It is, furthermore. not without significance that traces of early medieval 
building activity are found in Transmontanc Croatia, behind the Medved· 
nica, allowing for the possibility that some groups of the Romans survived 
and coexisted with the Slavic immigrants in this well protected and fertile 
area. Fragments of interlace sculpture were found at Lob or. :.?7 In my opin· 
ion, an opinion which at oresent I cannot substantiate, early medieval 
churches could have served as foundations for later buildings at Belec and 
Budinscina. 28 

Bearing all this in mind, would it be too much to assume the presence 
of enclaves of ~oman oopulation around Sirmium, on the Fruska Gora 
Mountain, or in the marshes around the Sava and the Danube? After all 
the ruins of Ciba.lac (Vinkovci), Sirmium, Cuccium (llok) and Bononia 
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(Banostor) have served as building material almost untii the present day. 
Thus the art of building in permanent material may not have been unknown 

in Srijem in the ninth century. It is not inconceivable that the "sacristy" 
of the church of Our Lady in Morovic is a part of a Methodian church and 
that St. Methodius rests somewhere underneath its Roman brick floor. or 

in the vicinity of the ''sacristy." 
As tenuous as our evidence may appear-the similarity of name (Moro

vic, Maroth, Morava-Marava), a few Roman bricks and. possibly, a frag
ment of an early medieval wall, the gradiste on which the church of Our 
Lady stands, the historic conditions not unfavorable to the development 
of early medieval architecture in stone, the tradition of Methodian founda· 
tion, and the struggle of the clergy of Morovic, possibly on the basis of this 
tradition, to escape the jurisdiction of the bishops oi Pees-this evidence 
should not be dismissed lighcly. 29 After all, we are dealing with a period 

and an area in which practically all our reasoning rests on incomplete, am· 
biguous, and inconclusive evidence. I do not want to be accused of sensa· 
cionalism and it is far from me to claim that present-day Morovic is the 
Morava of the Cyrillo-Mcthodian times, that the sacristy of the church of 

Our Lady is a part of the cathedral of St. Methodius, and that digging 
within or around the sacristy will uncover the tomb of St. Methodius. 
However, the evidence forces me to plead strongly for a serious archcologi· 
ca1 investigation in, around and underneath the presenc·day church. There 
is no certainty that anything of interest will surface. But there is a chance 
of major discovery and this, l believe, should not be neglected. 

NOTES 

1. Imre Boba, Moravia's History Reconsidered: A Reinterpretation of Medieval 
Sources (The Hague, 1971). The author would like to express his thanks to Ur. 
Christopher Spalacin who first drew his attention to lmre Boba's work; to Dr. Veronica 
Gervers·Molnar of the Royal Ontario Museum for a number of useful discussions con
cerning Boha's work and for the abstract of her article "Origins of Romanesque Ro
tun<.las in East·Central Europe," Canadian·American Review of Ilungaria11 Studies, 2 
(1975), 123·129, in which she reviews Boba's book; and to Professor John Fine of 
the University of Michgian for our ongoing dialogue concerning the medieval history 
of Southeastern Europe. 

2. Boba, Moravia'.f History Reconsidered, passim, especially pp. 1·30, 156·157. 
3, Boba, Moravia's History Reconsidered, pp. 17 and 105 ff. Nada Klaic, Pnvijest 

llrvata u ranon srednjem vijeku (Zagreb, 1971), pp. 17-22, the most recent survey of 
the early medieval situation in the Western Balkans rejects the Ljetopis more or less 
completely. Professor Klaic has certainly made a worthy contribution by militating 
:1gai11st too naive helief in historic sources; but her almost total rejection of informa
tion, while accepting what suits her theories, is equally naive. 
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4. Boba, Moravia·s History Reconsidered, pp. 18·20. John Fine, The Bosnian 
Church: A New Interpretation (Boulder, 1975), passim. 

S. Boba, Moravia's History Reconsidered, p. 12. 
6. The few capitals of buildings of fairly monumental size found in Srijemska 

Mitrovica belong to the Late Romanesque/Early Gothic style, and are thus datable to 
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"Die Skulpturcn mit Flcchtband aus Sirmien." SiJdost·Forschungen, 18 (1959), 255. 

7. llorvat, "Die Skulpturen mit Flechtband," pp. 253, 256 and 258 dealing e
pecially with the fragments fr9m Hanostor and Rakovac. Byz.antinc influence is 
found, for example, in the sarcophagus of St. Stephen (e. 1040) from Szekesfchervar 
in Hungary. It is worth nocin~ that when the area of Srijem was again raised co the 
status of a bishopric, in 1229, the seat of the bishop was at Keu (today Banostor) and 
not in Sirmium (ibid., ;>p. 262·263). 

8, Stojan Dimitrijevic, Rezultati arbeo/oskib iskopavanja na podrucju Vinkovac
kog Muzeja (Vinkovci, 1966), pp. 45-50. 

9. Horvat, "Die Skulpturen mit Flechthand," 249-264; Duro Szabo, Umjetnost 
u nasim /adanjskim crkvama (Zagreb, 1930), "Spomenici proslosti u Srijemu," Savre
menik (1916), 43-50, "Morovie u Srijemu," "Starobrvatska Prosvjeta" 2 (1915), 
"Spomenici starije srecioviecne arhitekture u Hrvatskoj i Slavoniji," in Siskcv Zbornik 
(Zagreb, 1929), pp. 549-554; Vladimir Gvozdanovic, "CrkvaMajke Bozje u Morovicu," 
Peristil 12-13 (1969-70), 15·22 and "Kapela Sv. Marije u Bapskoj," Arbi&ekrura 106 
(1970), 64-68. My study on the church at Novi Mikanovci seems to be in press hy the 
Siarobrvatska ProYJtJje ta. 

lO. See Szaho's works listed in note 9. Also Milojc Milosevic, "Nekoliko arhitek
tonskih objekata iz proslosci Vojvodine," Grada za proucavanje spomenika ku/ture 
Vojvodine, 2 (1958), o5·71. 

11. See the extensive comoarative material on pages 18·21 of my study in Peristil 
12-f3; ·ro list at least some comparable monuments from l'annonic and para-Pannonic 
zones, Chinar, Oaja, Crac.iuncl, Chirpar, Rosia, Vurpar, Cisnadie, Olcsakadat, Noul 
Sasesc, Vilaeul Sirnelcului, Strei, Prcjcmcr in Transylvania; Egregy, Oriszenpeter, 
Csempescopaes, Somogyvamos in Hungary. On the Zagreb foot see Zlatko llerkov, 
"Zabrebacka mjera trinaestog stoljeca-tcmclj hrvatskog sustava mjera kroz stoljeca,'' 
Ljetopis Jugos/avenske Akademije (1967), 187-226. 

13. Sec my study in Peristil, 12·13, p. 16. 
14. Ibid., pp. ·20-21. Not far from Morovic one finds another exam~le at Novi 

Mikanovci and, further to the West, at Brodski Drenovac, Bjelovarska Raca, Stupnik, 
Rrdovec and elsewhere. rhere are about one hundred examples in Transylvania. The 
definitive study on the fortified churches in Croatia by Professor Sena Gvozdanovic· 
Sekulie of Zagreb University (Yugoslavia) is in press. 

15. Gvozdanovic, "Crkva Majke Bm:je u Morovicu," p. 16. 
16. Ibid., 21·22. I know of only one more example of this type, the sacristy of 

the church at Bilk, in Northern Germany, built in the eleventh and rebuilt in the 
thirteenth century. 

17. Mirko Gasic, Poviiest zupe i mjes1a Morovic (Dakovo, 1937), pp. 109, 142·152. 
18. )hid., p. 128. Also, Miroslav Brandt, "Susrct viklifizma s bogumilstvom u 

Srijemu," Starobrvatska Prosvjeta, 3rd ser., 5 (1956), 33-()4. 
19. Gasic, Povijest, p. 1S6. 
20. Ibid., p. 116. 
21. The exact date oi the restoration of the Sec of Split is still unknown (opinions 

vary from the seventh to the tenth century). Sec Klaic, Povijest Hrvata, pp. 29 3·3 t t. 
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22. Ibid., 208-212. Also, Angela Horvat, "O Sisku u starohrvatskodoba na temelju 
pisanih izvora i arheoloskih nalaza," Starohrvatska Prosvjeta, 3rd ser. 3 (1954), 93·104. 

23. Klaic, Povijest Hrvata, p. 211. Zdcnko Vinski, "Ranosrednjevjekovni arhe
loski nalazi u Zagrebu i u njegovoj okolici," lz starog i novog Zag-teba, 2 (1960), 47· 
65. 

24. Ana Deanovic, "Zabrebacaka l<atedrala u okvirima prvih iskapanja," ibid., 3 
(1963), 13-32. 

25. Horvat, "O Sisku u starohrvatsko doba," pp. 95·96. 
26. For the etymology Castellione-Kosljun, Kosljin, Kosljina, Kozljin, and con

sequently Kozelin, sec Petar Skok, Slavenstvo i Romanstvo na .Jadranskim otocima, 
2 vols., (ZagTCb, 1950), vol. 1, pp. 22, 27, S8, 70, 111. 

27. Tihomil Stahuljak, "Naucno-istrazivalacki rad Konzervatorskog zavoda u 
Zagrebu," Historijski Zbornik 3 (1950), 260. 

28. At Belec I would especially like to investigate and dig underneath the north
ern wall of the Romanesque church of St. George; the strange elongated shape of the 
church of the Holy Cross at Budinscina may be an indication that an earlier church 
lies underneath (but the crude reliefs on the panels of the pulpit of the same church 
arc only "pseudo-early medieval;" they are works in rustic Renaissance style). 

29. The name Morava and related names occur with frequency on Southern Slavic 
territory. Three major rivers in Serbia bear that name (Great Morava, South Morava 
and West Morava); Moravec is the name of a village near Zagreb, and Moravice of sev
eral villages in the Croatian Highlands. The Great Morava meets the Danube not too 
far to the East of Morovic. 

I LL UST RATIONS 
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1. Zagreb. Archcological Museum. Capital from Rakovac. 

2. Morovic. Church of Our Lady (groundplan) 

3 . Morovic. Church of Our Lady (from the Southwest). 

4. Bapska. Church of St. Mary. 



Figure 1. Zagreb. Archeologicai Museum. Capital from Rakovac. 

Figure 2. Morovic. Church of Our Lady (groundplan) 
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Figure 3. Morovic. Church of Our Lady (from the Southwest). 
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Figure 4. Bapska. Church of St. Mary. 




